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What is a soul? Are miracles real? When the soul is healed, how does the body respond?

Throughout history, there have been countless cases of &#147;miracleâ€• healings, unexplainable

by modern science. Dr. and Master Zhi Gang Sha has personally healed thousands of patients,

usually in front of dozens of witnesses. Hundreds of videos of these healings can be seen on

YouTube. But how can these healings be explained?Soul Mind Body Science System is the first

book to explore the scientific explanations for why soul healing miracles are genuine. Written with

Dr. Rulin Xiu, an expert on string theory and quantum physics who trained at The University of

California, Berkeley, Dr. Sha shares, for the first time, the scientific theories that explain why all

actions on Earth are guided by the reality of the soul.In Soul Mind Body Science System, the

complex and fascinating relationships present between matter, density, information, soul, and

consciousness are thoroughly examined. Written for armchair and professional scientists alike, this

book makes a significant contribution to the ongoing debate about the true nature of reality.As the

lines between &#147;scienceâ€• and &#147;spiritâ€• blur, this investigation becomes ever more

important. The groundbreaking Soul Mind Body Science System is for all readers who have

contemplated the fundamental scientific laws of the universe and sought answers beyond those

offered by popular science and mainstream faith.
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This book is a gift to the world. It is not a book that you are used to as a Scientific book. It is to read



and spread among all kind of readers. Spiritual Seekers, Studying healing Modalities, Scientists and

New Thinkers.I am grateful to Master Sha to be a channel for so much wisdom in a Nutshell. A

beautiful present for the coming christmas and Beyond.

I had the possibility to read most of the Soul Mind Body Science System book. This is the first time i

read a book that combines science and spirituality so powerfully and with such allignment. Answers

to questions i have had for a long time , have been answered . This is truly a breakthrough book,

with deep wisdom and knowledge for Healing, blessings for any aspect of life. I am so happy for

humanity to have access to such high level teachings and practices. A true gift!

Wow, Soul Mind and Body Science System is bridging the gap between science and spirituality,

With a break down scientific explanation of the soul heart mind and body, long with a great break

down of creation. The book itself is powerful. I got lots of Aha moments and wow moments when I

read this book. If you are a Healer and/or Doctor or Nurse or any part of the healthcare field, you

should this book. I love this book. You will too. Thank you Master Sha Love You Master Sha.

There is a diagram in the book called The Source Language Grand Unification. I asked for a healing

and put my hands on it. I could feel the energy moving inside of me in the area requested! The book

gives practices, teaching, personal stories and an explanation of the connection of Soul, Heart, Mind

and Body. I am grateful for this long awaited book! It is a great contribution to Science, and to all

humanity.

This book will change the way humanity looks on Spiritual Healing forever. Open your heart and

mind to this new and transformational wisdom. This book will be recorded in the history of humanity

and a mile stone. We are so blessed. CBD

TY TY TY Master Sha for this most amazing treasure that shows us the correlation and connection

between science and soul healing. All of humanity has been searching for a long time to see the

evidence of how the "soul is the boss" and how you must heal the soul first then the healing of all

blockages will follow. This will happen on the physical, mental, emotional or spiritual level. Also to

heal financial, relationship, business,and so many more blockages. We are truly Blessed beyond

comprehension to have this sacred treasure. Thank you Master Sha....thank you Dr. Rulin. Brenda

Gartner



The unification of science and spiritualityI was so looking forward for the publishing date of this

book! As a hobby I have been studying some years about quantum physics and the string theory.

The movie "What the bleep to we know" has started these studies for me. As a nurse I had been

searching for how to explain healing scientifically.Now this book brings the astonishing possibility to

bring scientific and spiritual concepts in relation.Are you ready for a new world view and every day

miracles? Let's go!

I have just finished the most amazing book I have ever read. I am a student of Master Sha and I am

also honored to be one of the 400 Training to be a Divine Channels in Training. I am a retired

teacher and Reiki Master who loves sharing all she knows. This book is such a wonderful mix of

sharing how Master Sha and Dr. Rulin Xiu have shown us how Science and Spirituality can join as

one. I have been on a spiritual Journey for a long time. Having been through many spiritual

modalities I have great respect for all the wisdoms Master Sha teaches us in this newest book.

What I love about this book is that it clearly combines theory and practices. Through the book I

carefully did all the practices as I read it on the Kindle version. This was also amazing as I could sit

in front of the computer and choose what size the printing would be to make it easier to read. I also

found that this book beautifully explains each practice and summarizes each chapter so concisely.

Through the practices I felt so much energy and healing that I know I will do them many, many

times. Each practice gives you insights into the ancient 5000 year old Chinese culture we are so

blessed to have Master Sha bring to all. Best of all it now gives those who need to have a scientific

reference something to connect with. I truly think this book is the greatest healing treasure we have

yet received from Master Sha.
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